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Chapter 8 - Learning / Experience / Time Curve
Concepts
1.

Learning Curve Concept: Applies where labour works. With time and experience, workers speed up the
production and each subsequent unit takes lesser time as compared to the previous unit.

2.

How does it apply. When production will double apply the learning curve percentage.

Cumulative Units (x)

Average Hours (y)

Total Hours (xy)

1

100

100

2

?

?

3

Use the formula

Use the formula

4

?

?

5

Use the formula

Use the formula

6

Use the formula

Use the formula

7

Use the formula

Use the formula

8

?

?

3.

When NOT to use the formula: When the number of units is in series

4.

When to use the formula: When the number of units is not in series

5.

Formula
y = axb
xy = axb + 1
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y

=

Average hours or cost per unit for x units

a

=

Hours or cost for the first unit

x

=

number of units or cumulative units

b

=

Learning curve index

xy

=

Total hours or cost for x units

=

Log of learning curve ÷ Log 2

The formula for production in BATCHES
y = axb
xy = axb + 1
y

=

Average hours or cost per Batch for x Batches

a

=

Hours or cost for the first Batch.

x

=

number of Batches or cumulative Batches

b

=

Learning curve index

xy

=

Total hours or cost for x batches

=

Log of learning curve ÷ Log 2

7.

How to calculate hours for some middle units: do also remember that in the learning curve, calculation of
hours or cost, for some middle units is not possible. The only way to find total hours for those middle units
is to find total hours for upper limit units and subtract from there the total hours for the lower limit of units
less than 1.

8.

Does Learning apply to material cost: It can apply to material cost as with experience, workers will be able
to use materials far more efficiently. In the problems, we apply the learning curve to material cost if told in
the problem else it will not apply to material cost.

9.

Does Learning apply to variable overheads: Yes: if they depend on labour.

10.

Does the learning curve come to end? There is a limit to learning and when workers reach the perfection
stage, learning will also stop. After that, each unit will again take the same number of hours per unit.

11.

How to see LOG tables
(i)

Log 239

=

(ii)

Log 3267898

=

(iii)

Log 3.06788

=

(iv)

Log 0.3

=

(v)

Log 113.598

=

CHARACTERISTIC PART CAN BE POSITIVE or NEGATIVE
MANTISSA PART IS ALWAYS POSITIVE
12.

How to see ANTI - LOG tables
(i)

Antilog 2.6754

=

(ii)

Antilog 0.067546

=

(iiii)

Antilog 5.56

=
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(iv)

Antilog 2.3568

Super Quick Revision

=

13.

By default, we always follow TOTAL COST PLUS

14.

If a certain special offer has come, and we are asked to quote the lowest, follow MARGINAL COST PLUS

15.

If the production process is machine-oriented then DO NOT apply the learning curve.

Q1 - Q13 / Category - Theory & Concept builder / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

They are just introduction questions.

2.

Make your table of the cumulative number of units i.e. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 etc.

3.

Do remember that if you have made 8 units and you have to make further 8 units, hours for these 8 units
will be Total Hours for 16 units less Total Hours for 8 units.

4.

If fixed cost has been recovered from normal goods and we are asked to quote the lowest, quote based on
Marginal Cost plus.

5.

If there is a case of batches then it will be given. It might be given in two forms. E.g. 10 units are one batch
or the Learning curve start after the company produces 10 units.

6.

By default Mark UP is on cost and Margin is out of SP.

Q14 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

If log tables are there in the question, then no tables will be provided in exams.

2.

If you have hours for 20 units and you want hours for 40 units, then you can directly apply
learning curve fundamentals and there is no need to apply log tables.

Q15 / Category - Concept Builder Question / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

IN this problem, we learn a unique concept, only for this chapter.

2.

We get an order for 8 units and have to quote for it. We start to make the units and make 4 units.
The customer calls and tells us that he will only take 4 units and agrees to pay half to us.

3.

In such a case, we will incur a loss. Why?

4.

Cost for 4 units based on 8 units (a cost that we recover) will always be lesser than the cost of 4 units based
on 4 units cost that we incur).

5.

The remaining is the loss that we have to write off.

Q16 / Category - Concept Builder Question / Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

In part 1, we have to find the cost of 20 units after producing the 1st unit. As those are
middle 20 units, we find a cost of 21 units and subtract the cost of 1st unit. We then make a
cost sheet to find the selling price.

2.

In part 2, we further get an order for 60 units after producing 21 units. So the total becomes 81 units. After
producing 30 out of these 60 units, the order is cancelled. We have to find losses that may have to be
written off.

3.

We have to find the cost that we incur for 30 units and the cost that we will recover from 30 units. When we
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find the cost of 60 units, we subtract the cost of 81 units and the cost of 21 units. We then divide by two as
the customer will pay half.
4.

After that, we find out the cost that we incur for 30 units i.e. cost of 51 units less the cost of 21 units. Find
cost.

5.

Difference between the cost incurred and the cost recovered is a loss to be written off. Remember to add
fixed overheads also as they are dependent on labour.

6.

By default, we follow total cost plus

Q17 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐

1.

By default, we follow the total cost plus. Hence we have to add fixed costs also. For that, we
use absorption costing. In that, we follow the labour hour method. In the labour method,
we should exclude downtime and include normal idle time.

2.

In part 1st, we have to find the cost of 30 units. We apply the formula and do it. In the 2nd part, we have to
find the cost of the extra 20 units. So for that, we take hours of 50 units and subtract from their hours for 30
units.

Q18 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐

1.

It is our first problem on the Learning curve table.

2.

How is 200 units = 1 batch. Please check properly.

2.

Applying learning curve tables is very simple. Think that there was no learning curve and calculate the
hours or cost. In end just multiply by the learning curve % given in the table.

3.

Make a cost sheet. please check in variation 3, how we have calculated sales of 100 units beyond 200 units.
We found sales for 300 units and subtracted from there sales for 200 units. Conversion cost is DL plus
Factory overheads. FActory overheads include variable plus fixed overheads.

Q19 / Category - Homework / Star Rating Same as the previous question.

Q20 /Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐

⭐⭐

1.

We have to solve this problem twice. 1st by thinking that average hours apply to the entire
quantity (which is wrong) and the second time we have to solve correctly by thinking about
how much time does it take for each and every unit.

2.

We are doing it because it is told in the problem.

3.

Rest, obey the principles of capital budgeting and find NPV. Variable overheads are based on direct labour.
So compute labour cost first.

Q21 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating 1.

⭐⭐

This is a problem with capital budgeting. The company has fixed labour. So hours every year
will be the same.
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2.

In the first year, the number of units will be 5000 units and we find using the formula, how many hours will
be taken.

3.

Every year hours will be the same but units will increase due to the learning curve. It is the first problem,
where we have to find the number of units i.e. X. do remember x is cumulative units. So when we have to
find X, take XY as cumulative hours. IF we have to find units of year 2, X will be Cumulative units till year 2
and hours will be hours till year 2. Once we get X, we subtract units of year 1 and that is how we get units of
year 2. The same thing for year 3 also.

4.

Comments for other factors is very important. Read it properly.

Q22 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating -

⭐⭐⭐

1.

It is one of the best questions that the learning curve plus standard costing.

2.

Learning will affect labour variances.

3.

Actual data will not be affected.

4.

The standards will be made with a learning curve. In this problem, there is a batch concept where 150
units are 1 batch.

5.

Calculate variances like any other question
Type

Given Standard

Revised Standard

Actual

output
H

R

A

H

R

A

H

R

A

SK
UNS
Total

⭐⭐⭐
Q24 to Q26 / Category - Classwork / Star Rating - ⭐⭐
Q23 / Category - Homework / Star Rating It is similar to the previous question.

1.

In real life, data is anticipated data that can change. Sensitivity analysis is finding out
how much a variable can change to get zero profit. This data is helpful in sustaining the
company even if some variable changes

2.

In this question, we have to conduct a sensitivity analysis with the learning curve percentage.

3.

We have profit from 256 units i.e. 75000. We have to take profit as 0 and for that, labour cost has to increase
by 75000 and we find learning curve as a balancing figure.

4.

Be careful, the mantissa part is always positive,. If it is negative, make it positive and then see antilogs.
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